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Please make a map creator way better than the one in game just because it's not as organized. There should be more detail to every single item.
Make an option that if you move your mouse over an item it will tell you what that is and how to use it and everything else about the item.

On July 15, 2018, Roblox apologized after a server error caused a character called Calvin to be subjected to harassment which included cruel
messages. The harassment included being charged with child pornography even when the player was found innocent by law enforcement officials.

In addition, this caused some users to temporarily change their username.

What I would love to see is more updates for games like minecraft, and many more updates. Also to add new games such as an RPG game
(something similar to LOTRO) maybe something similar to wow where you come out of the game and control different characters. If we all work

together we can get Roblox updated with these new games instead of waiting till now where there are a lot of glitches.

On February 16th, 2019, ROBLOX announced the launch of their new anti-fraud feature called "Verified Accounts." This feature verifies account
data with third-party services like Google and Facebook. The company will enhance this feature in the future by allowing users to verify their

accounts with other companies as well.[29]

If you have decided to use one of the Free Robux promo codes for ROBLOX, then you should always remember that you will only be able to use
them once. You should also not come off of the website and think that there is nothing else to do or check out since there are lots of different things

available on this site. There are also very limited resources which can be used for other people after using them inside your game account in
ROBLOX. You should always remember to be very careful with your account information and never share it with anyone else. This is also the best

way to protect yourself from those people who might want to hack or delete your account. If you use this method, then you can easily stay safe
and continue enjoying all of the fun games that are available inside Roblox.
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